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New Ship Cards!
In addition to new ships coming to the game for every faction, 1.1 
Merridia debuts larger ship cards for slightly easier reading, based 
on player feedback! You can find details on how to read these new 
layouts on Page 5

Skirmish die reduction
Ships initiating skirmishes no longer use the same number of dice after 
the first skirmish they initiate on their activation. During the first Skirmish 
a Ship initiates, the Active Ship rolls dice equal to its total Armament dice 
(plus any additional die granted by other sources). During the second 
Skirmish a Ship initiates during its Activation, it rolls dice equal to half 
its total Armament dice, rounded up (additional dice from other soures 
are added afterwards). If a Ship initiates additional Skirmishes beyond 
two during its Activation, it only rolls 1 die (plus dice from other sources). 
Defending ship skirmish die behavior is unchanged.

Evades
Escorts now have a once per turn reaction ability called an Evade. When a 
Heavy or Super Heavy ship would initiate a Skirmish with an Escort, that 
Escort may use its Evade (if it hasnt yet this turn). The basic Evade reaction 
allows the Escort to perform a single Move before the Skirmish is initiated. 
The Active Ship must then continue its move into the space it was moving 
into, and no Skirmish is performed. This does not count as an Initiated 
Skirmish for the purposes of determining Skirmish dice on the Active ship.

Admirals: Star Strike v1.1

What’s new for 1.1 “Merridia”

In Admirals: Star Strike, each player takes on the role of a futuristic 
Admiral in the distant Grandis galaxy. Ships are represented by tokens on a 
small hex grid showing their position relative to each other, and dry-erase 
cards are used to track each starship’s status.

If you’re new to the game, you can find the rules for setup on the 
next page. If you’re a returning player, welcome to version Merridia 1.1! 
This edition adjusts how skirmishes work, and introduces an ability type 
unique to Escorts called Evade. Read on below for more details!
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Objectives
The goal of a game of Admirals is to either eliminate your 
opponent’s fleet, or score more Objective Points than your 
opponent.

What you need to play
A standard game of Admirals is played with 3-8 Ships per side (each side 
totalling a similar amount of Fleet Power), each with its own unique Ship 
Card. The game is played on a closed-border Admirals Hex Map. Players 
also will need Weapons Cards to match any Armaments their ships have, 
and a selection of Orders (no more than 15 Order Cards per player).

If this is your first game, we recommend using a Quick-Start sheet from a Cadet 
Intro Set (you can also find these on the Cage Free Games website). If you’re a 
returning player (or wish to start creating your own fleets immediately), see 
Page 15 for more detailed information on Formats and fleet selection.

Setup
Both players roll a die, the player that rolls highest chooses to go First or 
Second.

Starting with the First player, each player sets up one of their ships in a hex 
on their board edge. Heavy and Super Heavy ships must be aligned to a 
specific heading (see movement for details on heading). Players alternate 
placing ships until both players have placed all Ships in their fleet.

Prepare to Take Command!
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Valid Setup Hexes

Your Board Edge

Hint: Hexes you can set up in 
will always have an extra yellow 
shading over them.
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Order Card Anatomy

Weapon Card Anatomy

Effect Summary Icon
Gives a visual reminder of what 
the card does. There are several 
categories.

Order Name
Order Type
Card Number
Requirements
Not all orders have requirements, 
but may reference a ship’s Name, 
Class Name, Ship Code, Role, or 
any Keyword abilities. 

Play Limit Reminder
Order Effect

Weapon Card Code
Weapon Name
Weapon Type
Weapon Icon
Maximum Distance
Effect Chart
Modifier List
This will contain a list of [Die] 
effects, followed by when those 
modifiers are in effect. 

Target Lock Ability
Shows the weapon’s unique way 
of spending Target Lock results.

Weapon Details
A description of the weapon’s 



Ship Card and Token Anatomy
Compact Ship Cards

Ship Name and Class

Role and Ship Code

Hull Track

Shield Chart or Shield Track

Token Window

Armaments

Checkboxes

Keyword/Rule/Flavor Text

The ship’s Card Name and unique Class Name. 
The light area is the ID, to track multiples.

A ship’s role determines how it moves and plays. 
The Ship Code is a unique ID for that ship type.

The total number of hits the Ship can sustain 
before being detroyed.

A ship’s defenses that can be used to take 
damage instead of losing Hull Boxes.

Artwork that matches the ship Token. Its Front 
facing will always be facing the top of the card.

Up to 3 different Weapon Types will be listed, 
each with a number of attack dice.

Checkboxes to keep track of ship activation and 
other effects.

Lists any Keyword Rules the ship has, any Unique 
rule effects, and/or italicised flavor text.
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Tokens and Cards have lightened spaces on them 
where you can add a number, a pattern, color, or 
other identifer in order to discern your ships from one 
another. Feel free to be creative, as long as any designs 
you create are easy to discern from across the table!

Refits are powerful ships that can be 
given additional Orders every turn. 
Any ship with a Refit Panel (as seen to 
the right) is a Refit. The Order Numbers 
listed in the order panel correspond to 
Order Cards (B001 = B-001, etc)
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Full Size Ship Cards
Ship Code and Name

Role and Ship Code Faction and ID

Hull Track

Shield Chart or Shield Track

Token WindowArt Window

Armaments

Keyword Rules

The Ship Code is a 4 to 6 digit code 
(XX-XXXX) identifying the card itself. To 
the right of it is the Card Name on top. 
The Class name displayed beneath the 
Card Name is for flavor only.

A ship’s role determines how it 
moves and plays. A small set of 
reminders note how the ship 
moves as a result of its Role.

Displays the Color and Faction 
of the Ship. The ID circle allows 
you to track multiples of the 
same Ship Code.

The total number of hits 
the Ship can sustain 
before being destroyed.

A ship’s defenses that can be used to take 
damage instead of losing Hull Boxes. On Escorts, 
this area will also contain a checkbox for 
tracking use of the ship’s Evade ability. 

Artwork that matches the 
ship Token. Its Front facing 
will always be facing the 
top of the card.

On most cards, this will 
be a larger image of the 
Token art, but on some 
special cards, this will 
have unique art.

Up to 3 different Weapon Types will be listed, 
each with a number of attack dice. The first row 
will sometimes have 2 different numbers listed 
in the “Dice and Arcs” column, in this case the 
ship has both sets of dice.

Lists all Keyword abilities 
the Ship has. Beneath this 
section is a small area of 
flavor text, describing the 
ship or its history.
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Turn Structure

Players play 6 Turns, each of which consists of the following phases:
 1. Orders Phase
 2. Ship Phase
 3. Refresh Phase

Orders Phase
During the Orders phase, each player secretly selects Order Cards for their 
ships. Orders confer additional rules to a Ship for the duration of the turn.
Each Light or Heavy Ship can be assigned one Order, and each Super 
Heavy ship can be assigned 2 Orders (Escort ships cannot normally be 
assigned orders). 

Refits may also be assigned an additional order. This additional order must 
be one of the orders listed on the Refit panel of the ship’s Card (See page 2)

Set each selected Order Card face down next to the Ship Card it is being 
assigned to. Once both players have placed all the Orders they wish, flip all 
assigned Order Cards face up, then move to the Ship Phase.

Ship Phase
During the Ship Phase, players alternate Activating one of their Ships at a 
time, starting with the First Player. During each Activation, a Ship may first 
fire any or all of its Armaments. Once a Ship has finished firing Armaments, 
it may then perform a number of one-space moves (Heavy and Super-
Heavy Ships have restrictions on moving, see Movement for details). While 
moving, if a Ship would move into a space occupied by an enemy ship, a 
Skirmish ensues, and the ships trade blows in close quarters (see Skirmish 
for more details). After all Ships have activated, move to the Refresh Phase.

Refresh Phase
At the start of the Refresh phase, remove all Orders from your ships and 
return them to your Order Library. Once this is complete and any Refresh 
Phase effects are resolved, the turn ends (if it is not Turn 6, begin another 
turn).
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Ship Activation Details

Armaments
Each Ship has up to 3 Armaments, each representing a weapon type the 
ship carries. Each Armament is simply a number of dice to roll when using 
that weapon type, and any Arc Restrictions those dice might have. For 
example: (L-CANNON 3L | 3R) means the ship has a total of 6 Laser Cannon 
dice, 3 in the L arc and 3 in the R arc. (LRM-A 2) means the ship has a total 
of 2 Long Range Attack Missile dice, and has no Arc Restriction on those 
dice.

Making Attacks
To declare an attack, your target must be within the Arc of the Armament 
dice you wish to use, and the number of spaces between you and the 
target cannot exceed the Range value of that Armament’s Weapon Card. 
You may attack with all of your dice each turn, however each target and 
weapon must be rolled separately.

Once a valid target is selected, roll the Dice listed for the armament being 
used, applying any modifiers whose conditions are met to the number 
rolled for each die (this includes modifiers on Orders, Weapons, Terrain, 
or Ship Keywords). Modifiers may not exceed +2 or -1. Reference the 
modified numbers on the Weapon Card, and apply the effect Icons as 
instructed on the following pages.

Attack Arcs

Armament Example

In the above example, the Ship has 3 M-CANNON dice in the FX arc, 3 
R-CANNON dice in the F arc, and 1 LRM-A Die with no Arc restrictions.

Note that all Arcs continue beyond 2 spaces in the same pattern.

Ship Attacks
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Resolving Attack Icons
After rolling attack dice, resolve each icon type in the following order:
 1. |Target Locks
 2. |Hits
 3. |Critical Hits

Target Locks
Each Target Lock result may be use in one of the following ways:
 1. Reroll the die that scored that Target Lock result. Any new 
  Target Lock results are ignored, but any new Hits or   
  Critical Hits will be resolved normally.
 2. Use the Target Lock ability on the Weapon Card
 3. Use the Target Lock ability listed on an Order card attached   
  to the attacking Ship.

Hits
Hits can be blocked by a defending ship’s Shields, as described below. If a Hit is not 
blocked by Shields, the defending ship loses 1 Hull box, that box is now Damaged 
(Mark the box with a dry-erase marker to show this). If this would result in that 
Ship having no Hull Boxes that are not Damaged, that ship is then Destroyed, 
remove it’s token from the board.

Shields
Defenders can cancel Hits (and Critical Hits in the case of Heavy and Super Heavy 
ships) by damaging Shield Boxes instead. 

If the ship has a Shield Track (aka is Light or an Escort), it may mark 1 Shield Box as 
Damaged to cancel the hit.

If the ship has a Shield Chart (aka is Heavy or Super Heavy), it may only use Shield 
Boxes assigned to the hex side the attack is coming from (See diagram opposite).  
This facing is known as the Defending Facing. If the attack is coming from a 
corner of the Hex, the defender must nominate one of the Shield Facings touching 
that corner  to be the Defending Facing each time it is declared the target of an 
Armament, and may only use Shield Boxes from that facing until that Armament’s 
attacks have been resolved.

Note: “Target has no Undamaged Shield Boxes” Effects
Several cards reference the status of a target’s shield boxes, effectively 
determining if the target can protect itself from particularly devastating attacks. 
When determining a target Heavy or Super Heavy’s status, only refer to the 
Defending Facing. Other shields will not protect the defender.
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Resolving Attack Icons
Critical Hits

Critical Hits can be blocked by Heavy or Super Heavy defenders in 
the same way as Hits, but cannot be blocked by shields on Light or 
Escort ships.

Critical Hits have a different effect depending on the Role of the Defender. 
Larger ships suffer degrading effects, while smaller ships suffer direct damage or 
may be destroyed outright.

Role: Super Heavy
The Ship must return its Orders (if any are assigned) to the Order Library. 
If it had no Orders, it is Crippled and must lose one of its Keyword Rules of the Attacker’s choice (Cross out 
the Keyword with a dry erase marker to reflect this).
If a Super Heavy has a Critical resolved against it while it is Crippled and has no Orders attached to it, it is 
immediately Destroyed.

Role: Heavy
The Ship is Crippled and must lose one of its Keyword rules of the Defender’s Choice (Cross out the 
Keyword with a dry erase marker to reflect this). 
If the ship was already Crippled (or has no Keyword rules), it is immediately Destroyed instead.

Role: Light
If the Ship has any undamaged Shield boxes, one of its Hull boxes is marked as Damaged. 
If the ship’s Shields are all Damaged, the Ship is immediately Destroyed.

Role: Escort
The Ship is immediately Destroyed.

Losing Keyword Rules
Whether via becoming Crippled or via the effects of an Order, losing a Keyword 
Rule means that the rule in question is no longer used for that Ship. Most Orders 
only cause a Rule to be lost for the duration of the turn, but Crippled ships must 
have the Crippled effect removed to regain access to that keyword.

Determining Affected Shields Example
In this example, the PA-DN can 
use the boxes on its forward 
right shield facing to block 
damage from the attacking 
NE-T4.
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Movement
 Ships Move one space at a time (each space referred to as a 
single Move), and can move according to their Role (see below). 
 When a Heavy or Super Heavy ship moves, it can only move 
straight forward.

 Escort/Light: May move 0-3 Spaces.

 Heavy: Before moving a space, you may rotate your Ship up  
 to two Hex Facings. You must move a total of 2-3 Spaces.

 Super Heavy: Before moving a space, you may rotate your  
 Ship one Hex Facing. You must move a total of 1-2 Spaces.

 A Ship may move into a space occupied by a friendly Ship, but it may 
not end its Activation in the same space as any Ship. If a Ship would move into a 
Space occupied by an enemy Ship, it instead remains stationary, and a Skirmish 
is resolved between those two Ships (Any additional movement, even if required, 
is paused). A Ship may only initiate a Skirmish in this way if it is not currently 
in a space occupied by a friendly Ship. If the opposing Ship in the Skirmish is 
Destroyed, your Ship may continue to move (counting the Skirmish Advance as 1 
space moved) if it has any moves left.

Skirmishes
 When ships move to point-blank range, a Skirmish ensues, with 
both ships firing every weapon they have and conducting boarding 
actions to damage and destroy their opponent. 

 Skirmishes are Initiated when the Active Ship would move into a 
space occupied by an enemy Ship (referred to as the Targeted Space). Once 
a Skirmish has been Initiated, the Defender may use any Evade Abilites 
before the Skirmish is resolved (see opposite page for Evade rules). 

 If a Skirmish would no longer occur as a result of the Enemy ship 
leaving the targeted space, the Active ship moves into the Targeted Space, 
and no Skirmish occurs. If the Enemy had no Evade ability to use and is 
still present in the Targeted Space, then Resolve the Skirmish as described 
opposite.
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Paradise Capital of the Planetary Accords
Covered in azure blue oceans and gorgeous 

forests that change color from night to 
day, Kyssh’Harr’s natural resources were 

once strained to the breaking point. 
Overexploited by large corporate entities, 

the planet began turning into a desert 
wasteland. The Kysshans, nearly too late to 
save their world, exiled any who wished to 

continue that level of resource exploitation, 
and adopted a policy of sustainability. While 

its forests are still recovering, the grand 
oceans were saved from annihilation, and 

the planet is now a vacation paradise. 

Kyssh’Harr

Resolving a Skirmish
 To resolve a Skirmish, perform the following steps in order:

1. Determine Active Ship Skirmish Dice
2. Determine Enemy Ship Skirmish Dice
3. Roll Skirmish Die Pools
4. Resolve Direct Hits

 The Active Ship’s Skirmish dice depend on how many previous 
Skirmishes the Ship has initiated during its activation. For no prior 
initiations, roll your total armament dice plus any “Bonus dice” (those 
granted by abilities or keywords). For one prior Skirmish, roll half your 
total Armament dice (rounded up) plus Bonus Dice. For more than one 
prior skirmish, roll a single die, plus Bonus Dice.
 Enemy ships always roll their total armament dice, plus any 
granted by abilities.
 For each Die roll of 1, the opposing ship suffers 1 Direct Hit 
(damage that is applied directly to the opposing ship’s Hull Points).
 If neither ship is destroyed, the Active Ship’s Activation is then over 
(any unused movement, required or not, is canceled)

Evade
 When an Escort would be the Enemy Ship in an initiated Skirmish, 
once per turn, if the Active Ship has the Heavy or Super Heavy role, it 
may perform a single move. This move may not initiate a Skirmish, but 
otherwise can be in any direction.



Armor [x]
When an opponent is resolving a Hit or Critical Hit 
against you from a non-HEAVY weapon, before 
resolving, roll a die. If the die result is not 6 and is equal 
to or less than x, where x is the [x] value in the keyword, 
then cancel that Hit or Critical Hit, respectively. If a 
Ship has multiple copies of this keyword (such as being 
granted it by an Order), add their [x] values together 
when comparing to the die result.
Cover [x]
Friendly Ships that have x or fewer hexes between them 
and this Ship gain Flak[1].
Deadly [x]
When this Ship Skirmishes, rolls of x or lower cause 
Direct Hits. If a Ship has multiple instances of this rule, 
only the instance with the highest x value is in effect.
Fast
When this ship activates, it may immediately Move 1 
space (following the normal rules for moving). This uses 
one of its Moves this turn. (Example: a Heavy Role with 
Fast will still need to move 1-2 spaces after attacking.)
Flak [x]
When an opponent is resolving a Hit or Critical Hit 
against you from an ORDNANCE weapon, before 
resolving, roll a die. If the die result is not 6 and is equal 
to or less than x, where x is the [x] value in the keyword, 
then cancel that Hit or Critical Hit, respectively. If a Ship 
has multiple copies of this keyword (such as being 
                   granted it by an Order), add their [x] values 
                   together when comparing to the die result.

Ending the Game
At the end of Turn 6, the player with the higher amount of 

Objective Points wins (These are most often gained by having a Ship in 
a Star System). If there is a tie (or if the Scenario doesn’t use Objective 
Points), then the player that destroyed the most Fleet Power of enemy 
Ships wins. If that measure is also a tie, then the game is a Stalemate 
(neither player wins).

Common Rules

Common Ship Keywords

Admirals: Star Strike contains a number of Common Rules, including Ship Keywords, 
Weapon Types, Order Types, and Terrain. These have simple names to fit easily on cards and 
playmats, and the rules for them are included in the following sections.

Lethal [x]
When this ship is Destroyed during a Skirmish, deal 
[x] Direct Hits to the opposing Ship.
Massive [B-xxx]
When assigning orders, you may assign a Basic 
Order with card ID [B-xxx} to it in addition to any 
other orders. This Ship cannot be Crippled. If this 
ship suffers a Critical Hit that would cause it to 
become Crippled, it suffers 2 Direct Hits instead. If 
this Keyword does not have a bracketed value (IE, is 
expressed as Massive instead of Massive [B-xxx]), 
the ship does not gain any additional order from this 
rule, but maintains the part of this rule regarding 
Critical Hits.
Shuttle Hangar
When Skirmishing, this ship rolls an additional Die.
Skilled
Once per activation, this ship may reroll one Attack 
Die or Skirmish Die.
Stealth [x]
Attacks targeting this ship from non-ORDNANCE 
weapons have a +X Modifier.
Support [x]
When an adjacent friendly Escort Skirmishes, it may 
roll [x] additional dice. If an Escort is affected by more 
than one instance of this rule, it gains the effects of 
both instances.

12
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Weapon Types
Basic
Basic Weapons have no special effects. They behave normally.

Heavy
After firing an Armament of a Heavy Weapon, mark over the Icon box for the weapon (or, on a Compact Ship 
Card, mark the “Heavy Ready” box). When you would fire an Armament that has this box marked, instead, erase 
the mark on the box, and this Armament may not be used this Turn.

Ordnance
Ordnance Weapons have no innate rules, but are referenced by several other rules, keywords, and Order effects.

Order Types
Basic

Basic Order have no restrictions, and you may play any number during your turn.
Special

Special Orders have powerful, unique effects. Only one Special Order may be assigned per Ship (Super 
Heavies must be assigned a Normal Order as well)

Psionic
Each player may only play 1 Special Psionic Order a turn, or 2 Basic Psionic Orders per turn. Orders on 
Refit Panels or played on a ship with Starcaster do not count towards these limits.

Faction-Specific Ship Keywords
Blue (Planetary Accords and ???)

Augur
When another friendly Ship 2 or fewer hexes away 
attacks with an armament, it may reroll unmodified 
dice rolls of 6.
Starcaster (Coming Soon)
Immediately after revealing Orders, you may play 
an additional Psionic Order to this Ship (beyond the 
usual limit for Psionic Orders).

Yellow (Nataran Empire and ???)
Boarding Array
When this Ship Skirmishes, rolls of 6 cause Direct Hits.
Recharge [x] (Coming Soon)
When this ship activates, roll [x] dice. For each result 
of 1, 2, or 3, repair 1 Shield Box.

Green (Dathian Coalition and ???)
Ore Hull
Each time this ship Skirmishes, it cancels one Direct 
Hit rolled by its opponent.
Talon Grapple
After this ship Skirmishes, if the opposing ship was 
not destroyed, you may roll a die. On a result of 1, 2, 
or 3, swap places with the other ship (maintaining 
current facings)

Red (Selourian Warlords and ???)
Ram-Prow
When this ship Skirmishes with a ship with either the 
Heavy or Super Heavy role, after rolling armament 
dice (but before resolving Direct Hits), roll a die. on 
a result of 4 or lower, deal 2 additional Direct Hits to 
the opposing Ship.
Swarm Bays [x]
When this ship skirmishes, it rolls [x] additional dice. 
You may reroll skirmish die rolls of 6.



 Star System
Star System hexes have a White border with a Cage effect covering the hex.

- Attacking a Ship that is in Star System hex adds a +1 modifier 
to that attack. 
- When moving into a Star System hex, if the Ship is Heavy or 
Super Heavy, roll a die. On a roll of 6, Resolve one Hit 
on a Shield Facing of your choice.
- At the end of the game, gain 5 Objective Points for each Star  
System hex that you have a Ship in.

 Black Hole
Black Hole hexes have a Red border, and adjacent hexes have a Purple border.

- If a Ship ends a move in a hex adjacent to the Black Hole, roll 
a die (adding 1 if the Ship is Heavy and adding 2 if the Ship is 
Super Heavy). On a result of 5 or higher, the Ship is immediately 
moved into the Black Hole’s hex (maintaining its current facing.
- When a Ship would move out of a Black Hole’s hex, roll a die 
(adding 1 if the Ship is Super Heavy). On a roll of 6 or higher, the 
Ship is Destroyed.

 Note that when a Ship leaves a Black Hole hex, it must immediately test to see if the hole drags it back in.
 Dust Cloud
Dust Cloud hexes have a Yellow border.

- Attacking a Ship that is in a Dust Cloud hex adds a +1 modifier 
to that attack. 
- When moving into a Dust Cloud space, Resolve 1 Hit (on your 
Front shield facing if the Ship is Heavy or Super Heavy)

     Nebula
Nebula hexes have a Green-Blue Border. 

Attacking a Ship that is in a Nebula hex adds a +2 modifier 
to that attack,but that Ship’s shield boxes are treated as all 
damaged for the purposes of resolving attack effects.
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Terrain Types

Captain Graalahk steadied herself on 
her captain’s anchor as the metallic 
cannon shots connected with the 
Devastator’s dorsal shields. The 
alien vessel was using its advanced 
navigation systems to hide in the black 
hole, safe from Devastator’s close-in 
weapons. “Cowardly fools. We can 
still reach them from here. Prepare for 
broadside Death Blaster barrage!”
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Constructed Play

Cadet Pack Fleet Values (FV)

The quickest way to get a pickup game of Admirals: Star Strike is to play 
Constructed Format. In Constructed, before the game you Select your Fleet and 
build an Order Library of your own, similar to deck construction in a Trading Card 
Game.

Constructed play consists of 4 Distinct Formats: Clash, Standard, Escalation, and 
Battle Line. These each represent different force sizes. In addition, Battle Line is a 
2v2 “doubles” format for team play.

The following rules apply to Fleet Construction and Order Library selection, no 
matter which Format you are playing:
 

Fleet Construction Rules:
• All of your Ships must be from the same Color and Faction
• Your fleet may only contain 1 “Refit” Ship (Ship with a Refit Panel)
• Your fleet Must include a minimum of 1 Heavy or Super Heavy ship.
Order Library Rules:
• Your Order Library must contain 15 Cards.
• You may have up to 2 copies of each Basic Order.
• You may have up to 1 copy of each Special Order.
• No more than 5 of your Orders may be Special Orders.

Additionally, each format has a specific Fleet Value limit, as listed on the following 
page. Each ship in your fleet costs Fleet Value, or FV. The FV of the free Cadet Pack 
ships is displayed below for easy reference, while the FV of all ships can be found 
as a free download from the Cage Free Games website. Fleet Values are adjusted 
regularly to improve the gameplay experience of Constructed Play.

Planetary Accords
PA-INT | 1 FV
PA-FF | 2 FV
PA-CL | 3 FV
PA-CA | 4 FV
PA-DN | 7 FV

Nataran Empire
NE-T4 | 3 FV
NE-C3 | 4 FV
NE-T9 | 3 FV

NE-C15 | 6 FV
NE-ND | 9 FV

Additional/Updated Fleet Values can be found for free at:
www.cagefreegames.com/admirals-star-strike

Values Updated as of 12 NOV 2021
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Historic Play
Historic Play is a great way to experience the story of the Star Strike Universe. In 
Historic Play, you and your opponent play 2 premade forces in a battle from the 
history of the Grandis Galaxy.

To play a Historic Format game, first select a Scenario. The Scenario will give you 
instructions on what each player’s Fleet and Order Library will consist of, any 
special rules regarding setup, and any additional rules unique to the scenario 
(including additional ways to score Objective Points).

You can find Scenarios in Story Pack Booklets. To start your Historic Play journey, 
try the Nataran Invasion Story Pack, available for free at:

www.cagefreegames.com/admirals-star-strike

In addition to the rules presented on the previous page, each Constructed Play 
format has the following Requirements and Additional Rules:

Clash
Requirements
Each player may bring no more than 10 FV of Ships in their fleet.
Additional Rules
At the end of the game, the player with the most remaining FV of Ships on the 
board gains 3 Objective Points.

Standard
Requirements
Each player may bring no more than 15 FV of Ships in their fleet.

Escalation
Requirements
Each player may bring no more than 20 FV of Ships in their fleet.

Clash
Requirements
Each player may bring no more than 15 FV of Ships in their fleet.
Additional Rules
Each team is trated as a single player for the purposes of alternating activations. 
When a Team may select a ship to Activate, if both players cannot agree on a ship 
to activate. they each roll a “Command Priority” die (rerolling if both players roll 
the same result). The player who rolled the lowest selects which ship Activates.

Constructed Play (cont.)
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Career Play

Glossary of Common Terms

Career Play is Admirals: Star Strike’s unique Narrative format, combining the 
excitement of a Sealed Play experience with the personal storytelling of character 
creation and leveling up. In Career play, you can play all 4 Formats of Constructed 
Play, but with expanded options for Fleet Construction and your Order Library.

To play Career mode, you’ll first need a Career Starter Pack, which consists of a 
selection of starting Ships, a starting Order Library, an Admiral Sheet, and a Career 
Guide. The Career Guide contains all the rules necessary for playing Career Mode 
with that Career, and the Admiral Sheet tracks your progress.

Advanced Career Handbooks are a future product that will contain rules on how 
to play Career mode with an existing collection, and additional variant Admiral 
Sheets with new Skills and Perks to explore!

Color
The factions of the Grandis Galaxy rally behind 4 
alliances, easily referred to as Colors. Each of these 
alliances represents the core philosophies of the 
factions within it:

Blue (Philosophy: Explore)
• Planetary Accords
• ???
Yellow (Philosophy: Expand)
• Planetary Accords
• ???
Green (Philosophy: Exploit)
• Planetary Accords
• ???
Red (Philosophy: Exterminate)
• Planetary Accords
• ???
Crippled

A Heavy or Super Heavy ship may become Crippled 
as the result of a Critical Hit. A Crippled ship loses a 
Keyword (see page 7 for details) and is vulnerable to 
complete destruction should it suffer another Critical 
Hit. If a ship repairs its “Crippled” status, it regains 
access to the lost keyword.

Direct Hit
Damage that bypasses all defenses. Each Direct Hit 
damages 1 Hull Box.

Factions
Factions are the individual galactic powers of the 
Grandis Galaxy, each with their own unique rules, 
vessels, and Orders. Each Faction has a 2-letter 
Faction code that precedes the Hyphen in their Ship 
Codes:
PA = Planetary Accords
NE = Nataran Empire
DC = Dathian Coalition
SW = Selourian Warlords

Ship Card Name
Ship Card names are referenced by various effects, 
and limit the number of fieldable copies in 
Constructed and Career Play. These are common 
classification terms like “Light Cruiser” or “Assault 
Frigate”.

Ship Class Name
Ship Class names are specific variant identifiers 
within a Card Name family. These may occasionally 
be referenced by cards to represent abilities that are 
unique to certain ship variants, but are generally 
not important for gameplay.



The Grandis Galaxy
A densely-packed elliptical galaxy teeming with life and conflict

In a time and space very distant 
from our own, cataclysmic war 
rearranged the very fabric of the 
cosmos. Not much is known of 
these times, but certain common 
legends and terms seem to exist 
across all known societies for 
unknown and mysterious reasons.

The Grandis galaxy is estimated 
to be made up of dozens of 
smaller galaxies, all condensed 
into one massive, resource-rich 
location. Whomever caused this is 
unknown, but one thing is clear - 
This was not a natural process.

Led by the Humanoid Kysshans, the Planetary Accords 
are a small but powerful galactic power. Lead by a 
democratically-elected Senate on the capital planet 
Kyssh’Harr, the Accords mission was to seek out new 
members and build an ecologically stable Grandis 
Galaxy, keeping tight control on Industry expansion.

That control has been lifted as the Accords now fight for 
their very survival, having angered the Nataran Empire 
and drawn the attention of the xenocidal Selourian 
Warlords.

The races of the Grandis Galaxy are long removed from any context regarding their origin. All they know is 
that they live in a bountiful location surrounded by dozens if not hundreds of other sentient races, all taking 
their first steps into space. For some, these first steps are peaceful. For others, they are a death sentence.

In recent years, four factions have risen to power, and are now on the brink of total war. They fight for 
territory, resources, survival, or even genocidal extermination. These are their stories.

The Planetary Accords
Peace-loving Explorers and Diplomats fighting for survival



A race of insectoids not unlike the Wasps of earth, the 
Natarans are ruled by the High Admiralty Board, the 
highest ranked military officers of the fleet. Supported 
by a number of subservient “worker races” like the 
Tenarrik, the Empire maintains several fleet yards in 
order to maintain control over its expanding territory.

After losing half the fleet in the Aranidae rebellions, the 
Natarans are now struggling to hold territory they’ve laid 
claim to, as Dathian mining fleets and Selourian attacks 
draw their fleets away from their invasion of the Accords.

The Nataran Empire
Militaristic Authoritarians bent on Galactic Conquest

Shark-like in appearance and nearly always in a sour 
mood, Selourians forged warrior alliances eons ago in 
the deep waters of their homeworld, Rador Prime. The 
strict social dynamics of these alliances became the 
foundation of Selourian politics, and while infighting 
is common, the modern Selourian State resolves most 
disputes with ritualistic underwater combat.

Selourians are xenophobic to the extreme. The Warlord 
Kingdoms, originating from the Outer Rim Territories, 
hunger for the resources of the inner worlds.

The Selourian Warlords
Genocidal Pirates from the Outer Rim Territories

Ruthless mining guilds and shady business practices 
are the core elements of the Coalition government, a 
loose association of corporate leaders who abdicate 
foreign relations to their subordinates. In a society where 
money matters most, the bold Mining Fleets hollow 
out asteroids for resources and then repurpose them as 
highly durable starships.

The Dathians themselves are humanoids who journeyed 
to the center of the galaxy to enjoy the wealth of systems 
in the core. This has, unfortunately, made them a key 
target for the resource-starved Selourian Warlords.

The Dathian Coalition
Industrial Mining Guilds building fleets from Asteroids
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Quick Reference
 Star System (White Border)
  Attacking a Ship that is in Star System hex adds a +1 modifier to that attack. 
  When moving into a Star System hex, if the Ship is Heavy or Super Heavy, roll a die. On a roll of 6, Resolve one 
 Hit on a Shield Facing of your choice.
  At the end of the game, gain 5 Objective Points for each Star System hex that you have a Ship in.
 Black Hole (Red Border, Adjacent Hexes have Purple Border)
  If a Ship ends a move in a hex adjacent to the Black Hole, roll a die (adding 1 if the Ship is Heavy and adding 2 
 if the Ship is Super Heavy). On a result of 5 or higher, the Ship is immediately moved into the Black 
 Hole’s hex (maintaining its current facing).
  When a Ship would move out of a Black Hole’s hex, roll a die (adding 1 if the Ship is Super Heavy). On a roll of 6 
 or higher, the Ship is Destroyed.
 Note that when a Ship leaves a Black Hole hex, it must immediately test to see if the hole drags it back in.
 Dust Cloud (Yellow Border)
  Attacking a Ship that is in a Dust Cloud hex adds a +1 modifier to that attack. 
  When moving into a Dust Cloud space, Resolve 1 Hit (on your Front shield facing if the Ship’s role is Heavy or 
 Super Heavy)
 Nebula (Blue-Green Border)
  Attacking a Ship that is in a Nebula hex adds a +2 modifier to that attack, but that Ship’s shield boxes are 
 treated as all damaged for the purposes of resolving attack effects.

Common Ship Keywords
Armor [x]
When an opponent is resolving a Hit or Critical Hit 
against you from a non-HEAVY weapon, before 
resolving, roll a die. If the die result is not 6 and is 
equal to or less than x, where x is the [x] value in 
the keyword, then cancel that Hit or Critical Hit, 
respectively. If a Ship has multiple copies of this 
keyword (such as being granted it by an Order), add 
their [x] values together when comparing to the die 
result.
Cover [x]
Friendly Ships that have x or fewer hexes between 
them and this Ship gain Flak[1].
Deadly [x]
When this Ship Skirmishes, rolls of x or lower cause 
Direct Hits. If a Ship has multiple instances of this rule, 
only the instance with the highest x value is in effect.

Flak [x]
When an opponent is resolving a Hit or Critical Hit 
against you from an ORDNANCE weapon, before 
resolving, roll a die. If the die result is not 6 and is 
equal to or less than x, where x is the [x] value in 
the keyword, then cancel that Hit or Critical Hit, 
respectively. If a Ship has multiple copies of this 
keyword (such as being granted it by an Order), add 
their [x] values together when comparing to the die 
result.
Shuttle Hangar
When Skirmishing, this ship rolls an additional Die.

Terrain Types
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